THE CAJUN CAVEMAN: The best Cajun cookbook for the Paleo diet.

As an Imaginary Chef, Lex Montgomery is
known for pushing the boundaries of
cooking, and fusing cuisines from all over
the world.
As a result of various
hospitalizations as a teenager, Lex
developed a unique diet to live by. The
Imaginary Chef Diet fuses aspects of the
paleo
diet,
4-Hour
Body
diet,
vegetarian-ism,
&
vegan-ism
in
flavor-filled recipe fusions from around the
world. Lex has gone a step further and
created dairy-free, grain-free, gluten-free,
& refined sugar-free cookbook full of
substitutions for over 50 traditional Cajun
& Creole recipes. This is first time weve
seen such bold flavor in dietary, all-natural
cooking.
In this book, youll find
paleo-friendly versions of popular recipes
from
The
Imaginary
Chef
blog
(www.TheImaginaryChef.com)
and
recommended in The Imaginary Chef Diet.
The goal of this cookbook is to offer
recipes that promote the prevention of
obesity,
high
cholesterol,
high
blood-pressure, auto-immune deficiencies,
& various cancers. These recipes are
diabetic-friendly, aid in digestion, &
enhance nutrient absorption. The Cajun
Caveman will teach you how to cook real
soul food - food that nourishes the mind,
body, & soul!
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